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SIB Swiss Institute of Bioinformatics

Message from:

President of the Foundation Council Peter Malama and
Chairman of the Board of Directors Manuel Peitsch

The world is constantly evolving and at an increasing
pace. Life sciences do not escape this trend, which re
presents both an opportunity and a challenge. With the
appearance of new technologies, scientists throughout
the world intensify their research and produce even
more data. The competition is increasing, which means
Switzerland can expect new partners along with new
competitors. Switzerland today has a leading position
and worldwide recognition with regard to life sciences
and bioinformatics. To strengthen this excellence, supporting Swiss research, technology and innovation is
vital. It is also crucial to guarantee its sustainability by
training our next generations of scientists through high
quality education.
The SIB Swiss Institute of Bioinformatics is an avantgarde institute with its unique and solid infrastructure
relying on two pillars: research and education. SIB
gathers and offers all the bioinformatics expertise
necessary for the progress of life sciences both within
Switzerland and on the international scene. With its various
resources, some created 28 years ago and others very
recently, the institute demonstrates its ability to provide
and maintain a wide range of high quality tools to efficiently
support the international research community. In doing so, SIB maintains strategic
alliances with other leading international organisations, which is key to keeping
Switzerland’s place in the global picture.
Beyond the considerations of economy and growth, it is comforting to know that
brilliant and motivated scientists dedicate their research activities to improving our
health and quality of life.
We would like to thank the Swiss Confederation, the Federal Assembly, the State
Secretariat for Education and Research, the Swiss National Science Foundation and
all those in funding roles as well as our partner institutions for their valuable support.
Looking ahead, it is essential to continue to work together to help the worldwide life
sciences community make major breakthroughs thanks to the world-class Swiss
research.

Peter Malama
National Councillor and President
of SIB Foundation Council

Manuel Peitsch
Chairman of SIB Board of Directors
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Executive Director Ron Appel

Thanks to modern technology, life is slowly revealing its
secrets. Not so long ago scientists began gaining insight
into the human genome. Today, knowing the code of ever
more species opens the door to promising discoveries.
Answers to adaptation, evolution and diseases are hidden
in daunting amounts of data. In other words, for the life
sciences researchers it is often a case of looking for a
needle in a haystack. This task would not be possible
without high-quality databases, state-of-the-art software,
powerful computers and multi-skilled people. So life
sciences research is inextricably linked to bioinformatics.
From the handful of pioneers who created the SIB Swiss
Institute of Bioinformatics only 13 years ago, our institute passed the bar of 400
collaborators in 29 different research and service groups all over Switzerland.
Both within Switzerland and internationally, our groups provide core resources and
support to an increasing community of researchers specialised in the various fields
of life sciences.
Concentrating our activities on the multiplicity of life sciences research fields
that are known today, such as genomics, proteomics, transcriptomics, structural
biology or phylogeny, will not be sufficient to assemble the mysterious puzzle of
life. All pieces must be put together if we want one day to see the whole picture.
This is why the SIB groups are strengthening internal collaboration and developing
their research activities in a concerted way. This effort today takes the form of
interconnected resources, which are highly appreciated by the international life
sciences research community. And the awareness of this crucial collaborative
approach has taken an international dimension as shown, for example, by the
European Life Sciences Infrastructure for Biological Information (ELIXIR), an
initiative launched by the European Union that aims to guarantee the future of
biological data through the creation of a sustainable bioinformatics network. Thanks
to the Swiss Confederation’s encouragement and financial support, SIB already has
had for several decades a strong international presence and a solid bioinformatics
infrastructure and will undoubtedly play an important role in this European-wide
venture, which will translate into an improved quality of life with better healthcare
for ageing populations, sustainable food supply, competitive pharmaceutical and
biotechnical industries and increased environmental protection.
I would like to thank our funders and partner institutions for their sustained support,
as well as all SIB members whose talent and dedication contribute to the success
of our institute. I am looking forward to seeing the fulfilment of all the exciting
projects that were launched during the year.

Ron Appel
Executive Director
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SIB at a glance

Vision
To help shape the future of life
sciences through excellence in
bioinformatics.

Governance

Two-fold Mission

To provide
world-class core
bioinformatics resources
to the national and
international life sciences
research community in key
fields such as genomics,
proteomics and systems biology:
• top-down approach with
decisions driven by the
Board of Directors.

• The Foundation Council is the
governing organ that defines the aims of the
Institute.
• The Board of Directors defines the Institute’s
scientific strategy, as well as core bioinformatics
resources to be maintained.
• The Executive Director is responsible for the overall management of the Institute.
• The Council of Group Leaders discusses matters of importance to all SIB groups.
• The Scientific Advisory Board acts in
an advisory capacity to guarantee the
quality of core bioinformatics
resources.

To lead and coordinate the
field of bioinformatics in
Switzerland:
• bottom-up approach with
group-driven decisions.

Organisation
SIB is a federation of bioinformatics
research and service groups, modelled
on Switzerland’s federal structure.
A model of inter-cantonal and inter-institutional
collaboration, with a rare balance between a centralised and distributed organisation:
• While research is highly decentralised, service activities are planned and funded centrally and are the responsibility of the Board of Directors.
• With the help of federal funds, SIB is able to develop and maintain core bioinformatics resources
that are essential to the research community
but could otherwise not be funded by the
usual channels such as the universities or the SNSF.
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Structure
SIB world-class research and
service groups are located in Basel,
Bern, Geneva, Lausanne and Zurich.
Our key researchers are serving both as
professors at their respective universities
and federal institutes of technology, as well
as Group Leaders at SIB.
SIB also has partnerships with the industry, such as Geneva Bioinformatics
(GeneBio) SA, which helps SIB
commercialise and distribute
its databases and software tools.

Institutional
members

• Swiss Federal Institute of Technology
Lausanne
• Swiss Federal Institute of Technology Zurich
• University of Basel
• University of Bern
• University of Geneva
• University of Lausanne
• University of Zurich
• Ludwig Institute for Cancer Research
• Friedrich Miescher Institute for Biomedical
Research
• Geneva Bioinformatics (GeneBio) S.A.
• Hewlett Packard
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SIB Groups

• CALIPHO - A. Bairoch
• Computational Biology - N. Beerenwinkel
• Computational Biology - S. Bergmann
• Computational Biophysics - S. Bernèche
• Computational Cancer Genomics - P. Bucher
• Scientific and Parallel Computing - B. Chopard
• Bioinformatics Core Facility - M. Delorenzi
• Computational Population Genetics - L. Excoffier
• Computational Biochemistry Research - G. Gonnet
• Computational Biology Group - D. Iber
• Transcriptome Analysis - C.V. Jongeneel
• Functional Evolutionary Genomics - H. Kaessmann
• Proteome Informatics - F. Lisacek
• Bioinformatics / Systems Biology - C. Von Mering
• Molecular Modelling - O. Michielin
• Laboratory for Computational Biology - B. Moret
• Computational Systems Biology - F. Naef
• Genome Systems Biology - E. Van Nimwegen
• Evolutionary Bioinformatics - M. Robinson-Rechavi
• Bioinformatics and Biostatistics Core Facility - J. Rougemont
• Computational Phylogenetics - N. Salamin
• MOSAIC - I. Sbalzarini
• Protein Structure Bioinformatics - T. Schwede
• Computational Systems Biology - J. Stelling
• Evolutionary Systems Biology - A. Wagner
• Swiss-Prot - I. Xenarios
• Vital-IT - I. Xenarios
• RNA Regulatory Networks - M. Zavolan
• Computational Evolutionary
Genomics - E. Zdobnov

Affiliated
Groups
• Osirix - O. Ratib
• SyBIT - P. Kunszt

SIB Swiss Institute of Bioinformatics

Highlights of the year

January
1st: Marc Robinson-Rechavi replaced Mihaela Zavolan as Chairman of the SIB Education Board and Frédérique Lisacek
took the lead of the PhD training network. Together with Patricia Palagi as a coordinator, SIB Management and other
members of the institute, they optimise the coordination of the bioinformatics training and education in Switzerland.

February
1-2: The institute held its fifth annual internal meeting in Montreux.
Every year the program also includes a social event, which is a
time to share ideas and strengthen
relationships. This year 300 SIB
members drummed together during one hour under the direction of
Doug Manuel, founder and director of SEWA Beats. This energetic
team building session – called
“Do you speak Djembe?” – emphasises the need to listen to
each other and to beat each
Djembe drum in precise unison.
SEWA Beats is specialised in the
organisation of workshops aiming at employing the elemental
language of rhythm and music to
create learning programmes which enhance listening and communication skills and inspire values of tolerance, respect,
discipline and integrity. This event was highly appreciated by all participants. www.sewabeats.com
11: Peter Malama, National Councillor and President of the SIB Foundation Council, visited the SIB in Geneva and
Lausanne where he was informed of the activities of a number of SIB groups.
17-19: The Scientific Advisory Board met to monitor our institute’s infrastructure and support activities.

March
30: SIB celebrated its 12 years of existence and passed the bar of the 400 members.

April
29: Amos Bairoch received the Otto Naegeli Prize as an acknowledgement for his
exceptional contribution to the field of protein sequence analysis and, more particularly, for
the development of UniProtKB/Swiss-Prot and other databases, which became essential
resources for the life science researchers around the world.
This year’s prize was awarded jointly to Ruedi Aebersold, Professor for Molecular Systems
Biology (ETH and University of Zurich).
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May
1st: Our travelling exhibition – Chromosome Walk – crossed the border for a two-month stay in Divonne-Les-Bains
(France). This was the last destination of our 2008 exhibition before its permanent dismantling.
20: “SWISS-MODEL: An automated protein homology-modelling server”, written by Torsten Schwede, Jürgen Kopp,
Nicolas Guex and Manuel Peitsch, became the highest-cited Swiss paper in the worldwide scientific literature in the
past 10 years. http://sciencewatch.com/dr/cou/2010/10janALLPAPRS/
21: Geneva Bioinformatics (GeneBio) SA and the Centre Universitaire Romand de Médecine Légale – Unité de
Toxicologie et Chimie Forensiques (CURML-UTCF/ University Centre for Legal Medicine, Lausanne-Geneva – Forensic
Toxicology and Chemistry Unit) announced their collaboration to enhance the capabilities of the SmileMS software
platform for large-scale forensic toxicology studies on AB SCIEX Quadrupole Linear Ion Trap Systems. SmileMS was
developed in collaboration with major institutions including SIB.
25: SIB and NBIC (Netherlands Bioinformatics Centre) signed a Memorandum of Understanding to formalise their
current collaboration.

June
15: Launch of IMIDIA, an European Union Innovative Medicines Initiative Project for Diabetes involving several SIB groups.
25: 8th annual [BC]2 Basel Computational Biology Conference organised by SIB and the Biozentrum of the University of
Basel. The theme of the conference was “Regulation and Control in Biological Systems”.
SIB announced the winners of the 2010 SIB Young Bioinformatician Award and SIB Best Graduate Paper Award at the
[BC]2 Conference.
2010 Young Bioinformatician Award went to Aitana Morton de Lachapelle for her outstanding research work on robust
pattern formation during development.
2010 Best Graduate Paper Award went to Rajesh Ramaswamy for his paper entitled “A new class of highly efficient exact
stochastic simulation algorithms for chemical reaction networks”.
30: Yearly meeting of the SIB Foundation Council in Bern, chaired by its President, National Councillor Peter Malama.
SIB welcomed:
• A new Group Leader: Prof. Henrik Kaessmann, Functional Evolutionary Genomics, University of Lausanne.
• An affiliate Group Leader: Dr. Peter Kunszt, SystemsX.ch’s SyBIT project manager.

August
2-6: The second SIB PhD Training Network summer school was organised jointly with NBIC (Netherlands Bioinformatics
Centre) in Amsterdam around the theme “Quantitative imaging and modelling of biological processes”.

September
30: The Computational Evolutionary Genomics Group lead by Prof. Zdobnov from SIB and the University of Geneva
participated in the sequencing of the Culex quinquefasciatus mosquito, which poses a significant threat to human
health as a blood-sucking transmitter of elephantiasis-causing worms and encephalitis-inducing viruses. The
results of the study were published in the journal Science and were mentioned in several articles of the local media.
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October
8: The National Institutes of Health (NIH, USA) awarded a three-year funding to the UniProt consortium, which includes
SIB, EBI (European Bioinformatics Institute) and PIR (Protein Information Resource) for maintaining and enhancing
the UniProtKB/Swiss-Prot knowledge base.
26-27: A joint scientific symposium was organised by SIB and IIT (Indian Institute of Technology) in New Delhi, India.
This event gathered several SIB Group Leaders as well as scientists and students from leading Indian institutes. This
symposium was an important first step in the reinforcement of SIB’s relationship with India.

In the framework of its mission to coordinate bioinformatics education, SIB implemented on its Internet site a complete
list of all bioinformatics courses organised in Switzerland. This new service allows students to facilitate their access to
information and their registration for courses. www.isb-sib.ch/education/training-courses

December
SIB signed a collaboration agreement with the King Abdullah International Medical Research Center (KAIMRC) in
Riyadh, Kingdom of Saudi Arabia with the objective to assist KAIMRC in the development of their bioinformatics
section.
Besides grants obtained by individual groups for their research projects, SIB is mainly funded by the Swiss Confederation
for its infrastructure and service activities. To offer some support to a wider range of activities and projects, SIB hired
a Head of Partnerships and Fundraising.
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SIB Education projects

Continuing education
SIB members, in particular within the Vital-IT, BCF
(Bioinformatics Core Facility) and Swiss-Prot groups,
organised and taught in 2010 more than 20 blockcourses and one-day workshops on key topics in bioinformatics in Switzerland and all over the world. These
events hosted 303 and 464 participants respectively,
a record in the history of SIB. Most of the course sessions were fully booked and some workshop sessions
even had to be doubled to meet the high demand. The
quality and the response to current needs explain such
a high attendance. Some examples of the topics covered in the courses are: computational analysis of UltraHigh-Throughput (UHT) sequencing data; statistical
modelling; and protein sequence databases, including
UniProt. The workshops with highest participation covered genome assembly and high performance computing
for life sciences. The offer in continuing education is
primarily targeted to PhD and MSc (Master of Science)
students in life sciences in Switzerland and abroad.
A complete list of all courses is available at www.isbsib.ch/education and students can sign up to a mailing
list and automatically receive the announcements of
new courses.

PhD training network (TN) in
bioinformatics
The SIB and the Netherlands Bioinformatics Centre
(NBIC) PhD programs jointly organised an international summer school in Amsterdam in August 2010. It
focused on “Quantitative imaging and modelling of biological processes”. The topics covered by leading scientists in the field included: fundamentals of biomedical
image processing and image annotation; image-based
modelling and simulation; imaging of specific cellular
compartments; and cell motility. The summer school
was attended by 15 members of the SIB PhD TN and
20 Dutch and international students. It was very much
appreciated by the participants.
Workshops are organised once a year to stimulate
interaction between PhD students, to enhance their
presentation and communication skills and to promote
their interaction with other scientists in diverse fields
of bioinformatics. The 2010 SIB PhD workshop
was organised in Bern in September 2010. Manolis
Kellis from the Broad Institute of MIT made a videoconference on the analysis of the human genome by
computational integration of large-scale genomics
datasets. Christophe Dessimoz, SIB member at the
ETHZ, gave a talk on the evolutionary history of
1,000 genomes. The workshop was attended by 22
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PhD students and all had the
opportunity to present their research.
At the end of 2010, the SIB PhD TN counted 47
students enrolled in the main Swiss universities, EPFL
and ETHZ.

Participation in other PhD programs
The CUSO (Conférence Universitaire de Suisse Occidentale) has approved the doctoral program StarOmics
(or *omics, http://biologie.cuso.ch/staromics) dedicated
to train biologists in the analysis of large scale biological data. The aim of the StarOmics doctoral program,
started in January 2011, is to create a network of PhD
students and professionals involved in any project related to Genomics, Transcriptomics, Proteomics, Metabolomics, Connectomics and all other large scale
data-generating technologies. Bioinformatics courses
will be given by SIB members.

Undergraduate teaching
SIB members affiliated with UNIL and the UNIGE, as
well as professors of the departments of biology and
computer science, have been working together towards a
common program of bioinformatics at the Master’s level in
both universities. This project has mainly two objectives:
to pool our expertise in bioinformatics and provide it in
a uniform and coordinated way to students in biology of
both cantons; and to increase the offer of bioinformatics
courses while avoiding redundancy. This joint program of
courses in bioinformatics will start in autumn 2011.
The Centre Universitaire en Bioinformatique (CUB),
composed of SIB members at the UNIGE, in collaboration with Prof. Alicia Sanchez-Mazas from the Dept. of
Biology of the same university have created a major in
“Bioinformatics and data analysis in biology” in the current MSc in Biology. This was launched as of September 2010. The CUB is also in charge of both the MSc
in proteomics and bioinformatics, with courses open to
all students of other master’s degrees in life sciences,
and the bioinformatics courses at the bachelor’s level.
More than 30 MSc students attend the graduate course
“Elements of bioinformatics” every year.
The MSc in Computational Biology and Bioinformatics,
jointly organised by the ETHZ and the University of
Zurich, is very successful. More than 40 Swiss and
international students applied in 2010, with 30 being
accepted. The University of Basel introduced in 2010
a new BSc program in Computational Sciences with a
major in Computational Biology, which aims at training
interdisciplinary computational scientists with a strong
background in numerical methods.

SIB Swiss Institute of Bioinformatics

SIB Education projects (continued)

High school, young and not
so young

Chromosome Walk in
Divonne-les-Bains, France

Prof. Torsten Schwede presented the Basel University’s BSc program in Computational Sciences major
in Computational Biology at the “Infotag für Gymnasial
lehrpersonen des Kantons Baselland: Übergang SchuleUni im Bolognasystem” in March 2010. The idea of the
workshop “Computational Sciences” was to show interested teachers (mainly from math, biology, chemistry and
physics) how natural sciences have changed in recent
years, with modelling and simulation becoming a third
pillar between “experiment” and “theory”, and to introduce the new BSc program. We hope such events can
help high school teachers to advise prospective students
better in the choice of their career path. Similar activities
were also undertaken in Geneva with the same objective: create an early awareness of bioinformatics.

Our SIB outdoor exhibition, “Chromosome Walk, a
stroll along the human genome”, created in 2008 for
SIB’s 10th anniversary, was presented for the last time
to the public around the Divonne-les-Bains lake in
spring 2010. We organised guided tours for the public
at large and for school classes; over 150 children
saw the exhibition. In addition, Prof. Amos Bairoch and
Dr. Frédérique Lisacek held a conference entitled “Time
travel with biology”. The different events were a great
opportunity to connect people from both sides of the
Swiss-French border and to introduce the minute world
of chromosomes, genes and proteins as well as the evergrowing field of bioinformatics to the public at large.

Summer High School

We took part in the 2010 edition of the Geneva science
fair – “La Nuit de la Science” – whose theme was
“Extremes and Limits” and for which we designed
an exhibition to present bioinformatics activities and
stories around extreme proteins (the longest, the
tiniest, etc). In addition to recreational activities and
posters, we presented two of our simple and userfriendly bioinformatics tools: one for the visualisation of
protein 3D structures; and the other for the construction
of phylogenetic trees.

The SIB groups in Geneva participated in the summer
school organised by the Swiss Academy of Sciences
(SCNAT). Twenty-seven high school students from all
over Switzerland discovered the world of bioinformatics
by doing basic database searches and sequence
analysis: they learned how to use a genome browser;
visualise a 3D structure of a protein; and construct a
phylogenetic tree.

Science Fair - Science by night

Kids colouring the sequence of Titine, the longest
known protein, during the Geneva Science Fair 2010
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Genome: Recipe for life
The ingredients for life
are found in Nature’s
encyclopaedia: a large
assembly of DNA known as
the genome. Indeed, all the
information required – not
only to design but also to
keep an organism alive –
is written in an organism’s
DNA. And, much like an
encyclopaedia is divided into
many different chapters, the
genome is divided into many
different parts each of which
has a specific role, one of
them being the well-known
genes.

Genes are recipes for
molecules essential to life.
The human genome carries
around 20,000 protein-coding
genes – that is to say genes
that accommodate the information needed to build proteins that carry
out vital roles in an organism. But this only represents a mere 1.5% of
the whole genome! So what is the rest for? This is the work of genomic
scientists who strive to discover all functional elements in the genome
of an organism, with the aim of understanding how genes are regulated,
how they function and how they interact.
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Philipp Bucher

Computational Cancer Genomics

“

The information carried by
genes has to be read. This
is called gene transcription.
Our interest lies in how
gene transcription is
regulated. In other words,
we would like to find out
how the instructions for the
proper timing and regulation
of gene transcription are
written in a genome’s DNA
sequence.

EPD (Eukaryotic Promoter Database)

transcription factor, which is a molecule which binds to a
Like a recipe, a gene has a beginning and an end. The promoter. The goal was to predict the nature of a sequence
beginning of a gene is known as its promoter, and is whe- to which a transcription factor would bind. We reached the
re gene transcription starts. Needless to say, this part of honourable second place out of 14 teams! This event was
a gene is of great importance. The Eukaryotic Promoter organised by the DREAM project (Dialogue for Reverse
Database (EPD) provides quality-controlled information Engineering Assessments and Methods).
on experimentally defined promoters of higher organisms. About High-throughput sequencing
Its content is generated by the DNA is a sequence of four chemical units: Adenine (A), Thymine (T), Guanine
critical reading of scientific ar- (G) and Cytosine (C). Sequencing a genome means determining the order in
ticles but also by automatic which the four component parts of DNA are arranged. Over the last decade,
processing of high-throughput new high-throughput sequencing technologies have been developed, which
allow the rapid sequencing of whole genomes at lower cost.
genomics data.

Highlights

EPD is currently undergoing major changes in response
to technology developments. Ultra-high-throughput (UHT)
sequencing has generated vast amounts of public data
which are potentially relevant for defining promoters. We
are making a major effort to build up a computational
infrastructure that will enable us to use all these data
effectively, both to increase the quantity and improve the
quality of EPD. During the year, we focused on the design
and creation of a structured archive for MGA (mass
genome annotation) data, which will ultimately be used to
discover and validate new promoters.
We also added new features to the SSA (Signal Search
Analysis) and ChIP-Seq servers, two other resources
that are developed by our group and which are used to
analyse promoters and other regulatory sequences of the
genome. The SSA server provides tools to identify and
characterize DNA sequence motifs – such as promoters
for instance. The ChIP-Seq server enables users to
analyse the chromatin structure of promoters. Both
resources are highly interoperable with EPD and thus
provide substantial added-value to our core resource.
This year, our team participated in an international contest
called “TF-DNA Motif Recognition Challenge” – “TF” for

Other activities

Our group is also carrying out research on parts of the
genome that are not transcribed and termed “non-coding
sequence elements”. These highly conserved elements
are found in all vertebrate species. In addition, we have
ongoing research collaborations with experimental groups
where we apply our tools and expertise in high-throughput
genomics data analysis. We are also developing entirely
novel bioinformatics algorithms and software to study
regulatory genomic sequences.

Selected publications

• Schmid CD, Bucher P. MER41 repeat sequences
contain inducible STAT1 binding sites. PLoS One 2010;
5(7):e11425.
• Ait-Lounis A, Bonal C, Seguín-Estévez Q, Schmid CD,
Bucher P, Herrera PL, Durand B, Meda P, Reith W. The
transcription factor Rfx3 regulates beta-cell differentiation, function, and glucokinase expression. Diabetes.
2010;59(7):1674-85.
• Groner AC, Meylan S, Ciuffi A, Zangger N, Ambrosini
G, Dénervaud N, Bucher P, Trono D. KRAB-zinc finger
proteins and KAP1 can mediate long-range transcriptional repression through heterochromatin spreading.
PLoS Genet. 2010;6(3):e1000869.
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Erik Van Nimwegen

Genome Systems Biology

“

Our group focuses
on two major areas:
Genome evolution in
microbial organisms,
and the reconstruction of
genome-wide transcription
regulatory networks from
high-throughput data.

SwissRegulon

SwissRegulon provides tools and resources for reconstructing genome-wide transcriptional regulatory networks, including accurate and comprehensive annotations of transcription factor binding sites.

Highlights

The most exciting new development is that we have made
the Motif Activity Response Analysis (MARA) method
ology, which models genome-wide gene expression data
in terms of our predicted transcription factor binding sites,
available as an automated tool on the SwissRegulon
website. This allows researchers to upload their expression data (either micro-array or RNA-seq data) to the
server, to have MARA performed automatically, and have
the results presented through a user friendly web interface.
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Other activities

We generally develop new methods for the analysis
of gene expression and sequencing data, and we also
recently started a small wet-lab where we study genome
evolution in bacteria, and in-lab evolution of bacterial
promoters.

Selected publications

• Burger L, van Nimwegen E. Dis-entangling direct from
indirect co-evolution of residues in protein alignments.
PloS Computational Biology 2010:6(1):e1000633.
• Ravasi T et al. An atlas of combinatorial transcriptional
regulation in mouse and man. Cell 2010:40(5):744-52
• Chen K, van Nimwegen E, Rajewsky N, Siegal ML. Correlating gene expression variation with cis-regulatory
polymorphism in Saccharomyces cerevisiae. Genome
Biol Evol. 2010;2:697-707.
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Jacques Rougemont

Bioinformatics and Biostatistics Core Facility

“

The EPFL Bioinformatics
and Biostatistics Core
Facility offers support
for the analysis of highthroughput genomic data
for life sciences researchers
in the Geneva-Lausanne
area. It develops tools and
methods to facilitate and
improve such analyses.

Genome data viewer (GDV)

GDV is a web interface based on a project which first
arose at the University of Berkeley (JBrowse) and was
devised to manage, browse and manipulate datasets that
stretched over whole genomes.

Highlights

We developed a user and group authentication layer to
the JBrowse interface as well as modified several of the
internal file formats to allow scaling to hundreds of data
sets. We implemented programming libraries so that
bioinformaticians can create new projects automatically
and add genome tracks to them. We implemented a library
of data manipulations functions that will eventually be
accessible through the user interface and will allow users
to interact directly with their data within the browser.

Selected publications

• Soshnikova N, Montavon T, Leleu M, Galjart N, Duboule
D. Functional Analysis of CTCF During Mammalian
Limb Development. Dev Cell 2010;19(6):819-830.
• Leleu M, Lefebvre G, Rougemont J. Processing and
analyzing ChIP-seq data: from short reads to regulatory
interactions. Briefings in functional genomics 2010;9
(5-6):466-76.
• Massouras et al. Primer-initiated sequence synthesis
to detect and assemble structural variants. Nat. Methods
2010;7(7):485-6.

Other activities

Our group is also involved in analysing several chromatin immunoprecipitation and sequencing (ChIP-seq)
datasets, where special attention is
given to precise quantitative comparisons between various biological
conditions. One application compared several strains of yeast in which
genes essential for cell growth had
been mutated (collaboration with Prof.
Loewith, University of Geneva) and a
second study looked at gene expression regulation by the Bmal1 protein
which has a daily cycle of activity in
mouse liver (Prof. Naef, EPFL/SIB).
Furthermore, we are developing an
analysis pipeline for the study of
long-range interactions with the chromosome conformation capture and
sequencing (3C-seq) technique.
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Amazing Proteins
Proteins are essential to life.
Without them we would not
be able to walk, to talk, to see,
to hear, to renew our skin,
to fight off diseases or even
to express emotions. What
is more, not only do proteins
keep an organism alive, they
can also save it or, on the
contrary, be detrimental to it.
A protein is made out of
amino acids whose sequence
is defined by its gene, or DNA.
It has been estimated that
there are about 20,000 genes
in the human genome. But
there are far more than 20,000
proteins. Indeed, each and
every protein can be modified
one way or another during
its life. Consequently, the
original 20,000 genes are able
to produce literally millions
of proteins, each of which
has a specific shape, specific
properties and a specific
function.

The alteration of a protein’s properties can be either beneficial or harmful
to an organism. This is why the identification of proteins, and the parts
they play, will help scientists understand their role not only in health but
also in disease. To succeed with such a task, it is necessary to compare
the data which is available for all existing species. These comparisons will
allow the establishment of similarities – or differences – between species
and will give an understanding on their evolution in various environments.
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Amos Bairoch and Lydie Lane
Computer Analysis and Laboratory

CALIPHO - Investigation of Proteins of Human Origin

“

Our focus is to broaden
our knowledge and
understanding of the
function of the 20,000
protein coding genes that
exist in the human genome.

neXtProt
beta.nextprot.org

Our group is building neXtProt, a human protein-centric
knowledge platform. neXtProt includes curated information on various aspects of human protein biology, such as
mRNA/protein expression, protein/protein interactions, pro
tein variations, genotype/phenotype data, etc. Data come
both from individual studies and from high-throughput
repositories, but are always filtered to ensure the highest
quality. This new resource relies on the wealth of human
protein annotation provided by Swiss-Prot and its aim
is to formulate and test new hypotheses relevant to the
complexity of human life processes.

Selected publications

• Nilsson T, Mann M, Aebersold R, Yates JR III, Bairoch A,
Bergeron JJ. Mass spectrometry in high-throughput
proteomics: ready for the big time. Nat. Methods
2010;7:681-5.

Highlights

The development efforts in 2010 focused on making
the neXtProt platform (in terms of software and content)
public as a beta release – a task which was achieved in
stages. In the summer of 2010 we beta-tested successive
versions of the platform internally. From September 2010
to the end of the year we opened neXtProt to about 50
external beta users. These intensive tests – done in close
coordination with the development team – allowed us to
release neXtProt publicly on January 11, 2011.

Other activities

Within the framework of SystemsX.ch, we worked on an
Interdisciplinary Pilot Project (IPP): “How to bridge the
sequence to function gap: application to uncharacterised
human proteins”. This project evaluates the potential of
machine-learning algorithms for discovering clues on the
possible function of yet uncharacterised human proteins.
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Ioannis Xenarios and Lydie Bougueleret
Swiss-Prot

“

The Swiss-Prot group
produces and maintains
several protein related
databases for the life
science community:
UniProtKB/Swiss-Prot,
Prosite and ENZYME.
These databases are all
manually curated.

UniProtKB/Swiss-Prot
uniprot.org

UniProtKB/Swiss-Prot is an essential part of the UniProt
Knowledge Base. It contains manually-checked information on proteins and can be considered an online encyclopedia that is easily accessible by the life science community. What is more, thanks to numerous links made to other
databases, it also serves as a hub for sources of more
focused information, making the knowledgebase a necessary first stop for any scientist who wishes to analyse or
become acquainted with a newly-discovered protein.

Highlights

The major highlight of the year is the securing of the
National Institutes of Health (NIH, USA) funding for the
coming three years. The UniProt consortium – which
includes SIB, EBI (European Bioinformatics Institute) and
PIR (Protein Information Resource) – demonstrated once
again the absolute necessity to maintain the UniProt set of
protein databases and has convinced this funding agency
of its capacity to evolve with the field at a pace that will
ensure timely capture of new data as well as high-quality
annotation of selected sets of proteins chosen to suit best
the life science community needs.
Thanks to European-funded actions, we are continuing
our efforts to ensure greater coordination with the other
major data repositories which are developed mainly at the
EBI. Our priorities are, first, to support a global increase
of the diversity of data offered to the scientific community
and, second, to facilitate their use through collaborative
actions.
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Selected publications

• Berardini TZ et al. The Gene Ontology in 2010: extensions and refinements. Nucleic Acids Res 2010;38
(Database issue):D331-5.
• Jungo F, Estreicher A, Bairoch A, Xenarios I, Bougueleret L.
Animal Toxins: How is Complexity Represented in Databases? Toxins 2010*:262.282.
• Sigrist C.-J.et al. PROSITE, a protein domain database
for functional characterization and annotation. Nucleic
Acids Research 2010;Vol. 38(Database issue):D161D166.
• Liechti R et al. OpenFluDB, a database for human and
animal influenza virus. Database 2010*;2010.

Proteomics

SIB Swiss Institute of Bioinformatics

Proteomics…
spot the differences!
Much in the way a genome
represents the sum of genes
found in a given organism’s
DNA, the proteome is the sum of
proteins which are expressed in
a given tissue, organ or cell, for
instance, at a given time and in
specific conditions. So, whereas
an organism has only one
genome, its component parts
have many different proteomes.

Indeed, proteins are not
expressed at the same rate.
Their production can differ
according to the species
but also depending on the
environmental conditions, such
as the time of day or a disease.
Hence, as an example, a
malignant tissue will not present
the same proteome as its healthy counterpart. What is more, proteins
can also interact with one another, which can result in modified or new
functions.
The exploration and analysis of proteomes result in what is known as
protein maps, which for example, help to study the differences between
normal and malignant cells.
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Frédérique Lisacek

Proteome Informatics Group – PIG

“

Posttranslational
modifications are chemical
modifications made to
protein sequences following
their synthesis and form
the repertoire of protein
function modulators. Our
group develops tools and
databases to support the
fine analysis of these subtle
changes.

MSight

expasy.org/MSight
Subtle changes such as posttranslational modifications
often underlie the differences between a healthy and a
malignant cell. Such information can be captured in many
ways. Visualisation tools play an important role in this
respect. The MSight software was developed to support
the differential analysis of samples (healthy vs. diseased,
embryonic vs. mature, etc.) through image comparison.
MSight maps mass spectrometry data to reflect the
peptide content of each sample in 2D images. The images
are then superimposed to detect differences. Data are
always noisy and never perfectly reproducible and the
challenge is to identify differences that are significant.

Highlights

A new version of MSight was released. It includes new
features such as label-free quantification based on the
SuperHirn software, a newly designed user interface and
the extension of the data format range.

Other activities

The group develops and maintains other resources
such as Melanie, a licensed software package for the
analysis of 2-DE images first released in 1983 and that
shares core modules with MSight; World-2DPAGE, a webbased platform which allows gel electrophoresis capture
of protein expression data; GlycoSuiteDB, a database
of carbohydrate structures with biological context; and
QuickMod, a software tool for mass spectrometry analysis
of posttranslational modifications based on spectral library
search (all hosted on ExPASy).
PIG also develops an e-learning platform called
e-Biomics, which is an expanded version of the current
e-proxemis (on ExPASy). The launch of this platform is
planned for 2011. Another resource is p-ROC, an opensource package for R and S+ to analyse and compare
ROC curves (on ExPASy).
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Selected publications

• Ahrne, E, Müller, M, Lisacek, F. Unrestricted identification of modified proteins using MS/MS. Proteomics
2010; 10(4): 671-86.
• Priego-Capote F, Scherl A, Müller M, Waridel P,
Lisacek F, Sanchez JC. Glycation isotopic labeling
with 13C-reducing sugars for quantitative analysis of
glycated proteins in human plasma. Mol Cell Proteomics 2010; 9(3): 579-92.
• Turck N, Vutskits L, Sanchez-Pena P, Robin X,
Hainard A, Gex-Fabry M, Fouda C, Bassem H,
Mueller M, Lisacek F, Puybasset L, Sanchez JC. (2010).
A multiparameter panel method for outcome prediction following aneurysmal subarachnoid haemorrhage.
Intensive Care Med. 36(1):107-15.

RNA
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RNA: new promises
for medicine
To produce a protein, a cell first
creates a carbon copy of the
gene whose sequence specifies
the amino acid sequence of
the protein. This copy is called
messenger RNA (mRNA).
The mRNA is then read by a very
large molecular complex called
ribosome, which synthesizes the
protein from amino acids. The
catalytic function in the ribosomal
complex is carried out by special
RNA molecules, the ribosomal
RNAs, and not by the ribosomal
proteins, which serve as a scaffold.
Until recently, RNA was thought to
carry out general functions such
as protein synthesis or serving as
a messenger between the genetic
information carried by DNA and the
proteins that implement specific
biological functions.

In the past ten years however,
many small RNA molecules with
important roles in regulating gene
expression have been found in the genomes of species ranging from bacteria
to humans. In humans, a particular class of small non-protein-coding RNAs
called microRNAs (miRNAs), is responsible for regulating essential processes
from cell division to embryonic development, immune response and insulin
secretion. Although many details concerning miRNA-dependent regulation
remain to be worked out, this pathway is undoubtedly promising with regards
to developing new therapies. This is because in contrast to small molecules
that are usually studied for drug development, small RNAs that target specific
genes with high potency can be more easily designed, thus simplifying the
process of drug development.
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Mihaela Zavolan

RNA Regulatory Networks

“

Our group strives to
understand how the
stability and the rate of
translation of messenger
RNAs into proteins are
regulated, particularly by
small regulatory RNAs
(microRNAs).

Mirz, CLIPZ

mirz.unibas.ch
We have developed tools that enable the scientific community to analyse regions on messenger RNAs where interactions with regulatory RNAs or RNA-binding proteins
take place. These tools combine computational predictions of binding sites with experimental data consisting of
large-throughput datasets of binding sites of RNA binding
proteins.

Highlights

Other activities

Our group combines experimental and computational approaches to examine the regulation of gene expression.

Selected publications

• Khorshid M, Rodak C, Zavolan M. CLIPZ: a database
and analysis environment for experimentally determined binding sites of RNA-binding proteins. Nucleic
Acids Res. 2011;39(Database issue):D245-52.
• Hafner M, Landthaler M, Burger L, Khorshid M,
Zavolan M, Tuschl T et al. Transcriptome-wide identification of RNA-binding protein and microRNA target
sites by PAR-CLIP. Cell. 2010;141(1):129-41.
• Kishore S, Khanna A, Zhang Z, Hui J, Balwierz PJ,
Stefan M, Beach C, Nicholls RD, Zavolan M, Stamm
S. The snoRNA MBII-52 (SNORD 115) is processed
into smaller RNAs and regulates alternative splicing.
Hum Mol Genet. 2010;19(7):1153-64.

In 2010, we developed and released the CLIPZ web
server that featured in the database issue of Nucleic
Acids Research (January 2011 issue). Many experimentalists have started to apply the so-called “crosslinking
and immunoprecipitation method” coupled with “deep
sequencing” to the problem of identifying with precision
the binding sites of RNA-binding proteins. The mass of
data that is generated in these studies is daunting and
computational analysis engenders a serious bottleneck.
Based on our own experience in analysing CLIP data, we
developed a number of analysis tools that we have now
coupled to a user-friendly interface. The
resulting CLIPZ server substantially aids About CLIP data
experimental biologists in exploring their The CLIP method consists in cross linking proteins to RNAs with
ultraviolet light. A specific protein of interest can be isolated to
CLIP data.
gether with the RNAs to which it is crosslinked through a specific
antibody. By digesting the RNA that is not protein-bound, as well
the protein itself, the binding site is left intact and can thus be
sequenced.
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Modelling: precious
interactive tools
The three-dimensional structure
of biological entities is paramount. Consider a protein for
instance. If it is malformed for one
reason or another it will lose its
function partly or totally. When a
protein is dysfunctional it does
not interact correctly with other
molecules and can cause serious
damage such as cystic fibrosis,
Alzheimer’s or Creutzfeldt-Jakob
disease, to name a few.
A number of physical models exist
that can describe the interactions
occurring between chemical entities. Such models can be used for
3D modelling and simulation software, which are much appreciated
by the worldwide research community. Why? Because with such
software scientists can approach,
virtually, the functioning of the
molecular world within us.

These approaches find widespread applications in biomedical research
where they can be used to design drugs to counter the effect of faulty
proteins, for example. This is the world of structure-based drug design.
Yet modelling can also extend beyond single proteins or their ligands by
describing interactions between them. In fact, modelling entire networks of
proteins or their precursors holds great promise for better understanding
of how biological systems are regulated, or – in the case of diseases –
sometimes fail.
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Olivier Michielin

Molecular Modelling Group

“

The Molecular Modelling
group focuses on the
computer-aided rational
design of proteins or small
molecule inhibitors – i.e.
molecules which are able
to inhibit a biomolecular
process – for treatment of
human diseases, mostly in
the field of oncology.

SwissDock

swissdock.ch
SwissDock is a web service that can predict the molecular interactions that may occur between a target protein
and a small molecule in a process called “docking”. With
SwissDock, we hope to lower the technical barrier of docking software as well as extend the use of docking tools
outside the traditional molecular modelling community.

Highlights

In September 2010, after an initial test period of nine months,
our laboratory released the first version of SwissDock
(www.swissdock.ch), a web server dedicated to the docking of small molecules on target proteins. This website is
free and open to all users, and is rapidly gaining in popularity as witnessed by the strong growth in visits and jobs
performed by researchers worldwide.
SwissDock is based on the EADock DSS software which
makes use of the most efficient features of the EADock2
docking program that we developed previously, while being
one hundred times faster. EADock DSS demonstrated a
77% success rate in reproducing the molecular interactions
between proteins and drug-like molecules.
Several important features have been added to the
SwissDock interface to extend the use of protein small
molecule docking software to scientists who are not neces
sarily experts in the field. First, the structures of the target
protein and the small molecule are automatically prepared
for docking. In addition, the cumbersome syntax often required by docking programs is hidden behind a web interface providing reasonable alternative sets of parameters
as well as sample input files. Finally, the interpretation of
the docking results is greatly facilitated by the seamless
visualisation of docking predictions online in JMol, or offline in the UCSF Chimera molecular viewer, which can
be launched directly from a web browser.
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Other activities

We are currently developing other web services for computer-aided rational drug design and molecular modelling,
like SwissParam (www.swissparam.ch) and SwissADME
(www.swissadme.ch). SwissParam provides topology
and parameters for small organic molecules which can be
used with the CHARMM and GROMACS molecular model
ling packages. SwissADME estimates physico-chemical
properties of small molecules in relation to their pharmocokinetic, pharmaco-dynamic and drug-like characteristics.
These services constitute the first steps towards developing a more ambitious project – SwissDrugDesign – which
focuses on establishing a complete, integrated, webbased drug design environment.
We have used these tools to design new inhibitors of IDO,
an enzyme involved in the immune escape mechanisms
used by cancer cells, and obtained compounds with very
high affinities.
The molecular modelling group also works in the field
of protein engineering. We have developed several
methods which can estimate the role played by residues
in the protein’s activity and structural stability. Using
these techniques, we have been able to engineer a T-cell
receptor with increased affinity for a melanoma-related
antigen. We have demonstrated that T-cells expressing
this new receptor exhibit an increased ability to kill cancer
cells, paving the way to clinical trials.

Selected publications

• Rohrig UF, et al. Rational Design of Indoleamine
2,3-Dioxygenase Inhibitors. J Med Chem, 2010, 53,
1172-89.
• Schupbach T, Zoete V, Tsakam-Sotche B, Michielin O.
Fourier transform convolution integrals applied to generalized Born molecular volume. J Comput Chem, 2010,
31, 649-59.
• Zoete V, Irving MB, Michielin O. MM-GBSA binding free
energy decomposition and T cell Receptor engineering.
J Mol. Recognition, 2010, 23, 142-52.
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Torsten Schwede

Protein Structure Bioinformatics

“

Our group develops
methods to model,
simulate and analyse
three-dimensional protein
structures and their
molecular properties.

SWISS-MODEL

swissmodel.expasy.org
Knowing the three-dimensional structure of a protein
helps to understand its molecular function at the atomic
level. SWISS-MODEL is a web-based expert system for
modelling protein structures for which an experimental
structure is not yet available.

Highlights

Protein structure information is crucial in a variety of
biomedical applications, such as the interpretation of
disease-related mutations, the structure-based discovery
of new drug candidates, or the rational design of experiments. Despite considerable progress in recent years,
experimental structure solution still remains a complex
and slow process. As a result, the experimental structures of the vast majority of protein sequences available
in databases, such as UniProt, are still to be elucidated.
Computational protein modelling methods aim to bridge
this knowledge gap. In particular, our SWISS-MODEL
server provides a user-friendly graphical web-based interface with an automated modelling system, facilitating
homology modelling for non-experts, too.
Predicted protein models are still not as accurate as experimental structures and, ultimately, biomedical application depends on the accuracy of a model. Estimating a
model’s expected quality is therefore an essential component of protein modelling. To this end, we developed
the QMEAN scoring function, which analyses geometrical properties of protein models and compares the results
with features which would be expected from the analysis
of experimental structures of similar size. Such an approach is a first step towards estimating absolute quality
of protein models.

biology knowledgebase. The goal of PMP is to provide a
portal to query all available structure information about
a protein – both experimental structures and homology
models – on a single interface. It is now possible to easily
query several data resources simultaneously and to compare structure information and variation for a protein on a
graphical web-based interface.

Other activities

We organised the 8th [BC]2 Basel Computational Biology
Conference on “Regulation and Control in Biological
Systems” at the Conference Centre Basel on June 24
and 25, 2010.

Selected publications

• Benkert P, Biasini M and Schwede T. Toward the estimation of the absolute quality of individual protein
structure models. Bioinformatics (2010), 27, 343-350.
• Biasini, M, Mariani, V, Haas, J, Scheuber, S, Schenk,
AD, Schwede, T and Philippsen, A. OpenStructure: A
flexible software framework for computational structural biology. Bioinformatics (2010) 26, 2626–2628.
• Podvinec M, Lim SP, Schmidt TB, Scarsi M, Wen D,
Sonntag LS, Sanschagrin P, Shenkin PS and Schwede T. Novel Inhibitors of Dengue Virus Methyltransferase: Discovery by in vitro-driven virtual screening on
a Desktop Computer Grid. J Med Chem (2010), 53(4),
1483–1495.

We are collaborating closely with the RCSB PDB and partners in the PSI: Biology initiative to develop the Protein
Model Portal (PMP) as part of the Nature – PSI structural
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Christian Von Mering

Bioinformatics / Systems Biology

“

Our group focuses on the
analysis of large biological
networks, ranging from
protein-protein interaction
networks to ecological
networks of interacting
microbes.

STRING

string-db.org
Proteins rarely function alone. Indeed, they usually form
tight complexes and/or pathways which act together cooperatively. In the post-genomic era, this connectivity
represents one of the biggest challenges in terms of data
annotation and analysis. The STRING resource is a database that focuses on collecting, scoring and integrating
all known and predicted instances of functional partnerships among proteins.
The resource is developed by a consortium of scientists at the SIB, the EMBL (European Molecular Biology
Laboratory) in Heidelberg, the TU (Technische Universität)
in Dresden and the Copenhagen University.

Highlights

During 2010 STRING prepared for a major update (i.e.,
new release version 9.0). The release will cover over
1,000 completely sequenced organisms, and more than
five million proteins. In the context of this update, all prediction algorithms and data sources were re-visited, rescored and integrated from the ground up.
In parallel, we focused on new ways of improving the
usability and interactivity of the resource. For example,
users can now “reconfigure” the STRING website to
make it show additional, remote data. This is accomplished through a dedicated call-back mechanism similar
to the “Distributed Annotation System” that is already in
place for genomics databases. This new “payload” setup
in STRING allows users to show their own interaction –
or proteomics – data in the context of the larger STRING
network and to benefit from all navigation and search
features maintained in STRING. Payload information
can consist of highlighted proteins in the network (with a
distinct colour-code) and novel edges, for instance. Extra
information on each protein can also be shown as externally provided web content.
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The database has also increased its interoperability with
other SIB resources, including pre-computed and visually
enhanced cross-links with the Swiss-Model Repository
resource and systematic cross-links with UniProt. Full
integration into the new search capabilities at the ExpasySite have been provided as well.
STRING is currently visited by more than 1,000 distinct
users per day, and its integrated data form part of multiple
research projects in a variety of biological disciplines.

Selected publications

• Szklarczyk D, Franceschini A, Kuhn M, et al. The STRING
database in 2011: functional interaction networks of
proteins, globally integrated and scored. Nucleic Acids
Research 2011; 9:D561-8.
• Stark M, Berger SA, Stamatakis A, von Mering C.
MLTreeMap - accurate Maximum Likelihood placement of environmental DNA sequences into taxonomic
and functional reference phylogenies. BMC Genomics
2010;11:461.
• Chaffron S, Rehrauer H, Pernthaler J, von Mering C.
A global network of coexisting microbes from environmental and whole-genome sequence data. Genome
Research 2010;20(7):947-959.
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Sven Bergmann

Computational Biology Group

“

We develop and apply
methods for the integrative
analysis of large-scale
biological and clinical data.
This includes molecular
phenotypes like geneexpression data, as well
as organismal or clinical
phenotypes. We focus
particularly on relating
these phenotypes to
genotypes such as
“Single Nucleotide Polymorphisms” (SNPs) and “Copy Number Variants” (CNVs) which
are measured by microarrays or next-generation sequencing. Our goal is to move towards
predictive models to improve disease diagnosis, prevention and treatment.
Iterative Signature Algorithm (ISA),
Ping-pong algorithm (PPA) and the online
ExpressionView analysis tool

Our computational tools make the information gathered
for thousands of genes amenable for human analysis by
grouping related elements together. This is particularly
useful for analysing gene expression data.

Highlights

We published several “Bioconductor” software packages
together with application notes (in the journal Bioinformatics) for our analysis tools. All our tools are accessible
from the SIB Resource Portal ExPASy under the category
Transcriptomics (beta.expasy.org/transcriptomics).

Selected publications

• Lüscher A, Csárdi G, Morton de Lachapelle A, Kutalik Z,
Peter B and Bergmann S. ExpressionView – an interactive viewer for modules identified in gene expression
data. Bioinformatics. 2010 Aug 15;26(16):2062-3 pmid:
20671149.
• Csárdi G, Kutalik Z, Bergmann S. Modular analysis
of gene expression data with R. Bioinformatics. 2010
May 15;26(10):1376-7 pmid: 20371495.
• Schüpbach T, Xenarios I, Bergmann S, and Kapur K.
FastEpistasis: A high performance computing solution
for quantitative trait epistasis. Bioinformatics 2010 Apr 7.
doi:10.1093/bioinformatics/btq147 pmid: 20375113.

Other activities

A complementary direction of research pertains to
relatively small genetic networks whose components
are well-known. Examples are gene circuits needed
for patterning of Drosophila embryos or wings which
have been extensively studied and serve as models for
development. Our goal is to develop quantitative models
that not only give an approximate description of these
systems, but also allow for a better understanding of why
they are so robust.
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Evolution: studying the
past to understand the
present and predict the
future
Genome sequencing is all the
buzz and has been for some
time now. Yet genomes are
subject to change because life
continues to evolve. So what
about the genome sequencing
of existing species? Were
their genomes the same
millions of years ago? Will
they be the same in a million
years to come? The answer
is no. Genomes evolve as the
conditions of life evolve.
What is more, depending
on the environment, some
species die out whilst others
adapt to the new environment
to survive and new species
can then arise. Consequently,
with the passing of time, a
genome is far from static.

The fascinating part is that all these changes over time can be literally
“read” within a specie’s genome with the help of bioinformatics tools.
In this way, scientists can reconstruct the evolution of a species, be
it bacterial, plant, animal or human. In so doing, they acquire a better
understanding of how the process of adaptation occurs.
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Nicolas Salamin

Computational Phylogenetics

“

Our focus is to estimate
and use the evolutionary
relationships that exist
between species to
investigate the processes
underlying their evolution.
In particular, we study the
ecological, molecular and
morphological factors
that define the process of
adaptation and the making
of a species, otherwise
known as speciation.

GrassWeb

www2.unil.ch/phylo/bioinformatics/grassweb
To study speciation one needs to have a good and accurate phylogenetic tree – or “tree of evolution” – that will
represent the evolutionary relationships between species. To do this, available genetic data have to be sorted
and filtered so as to assemble the DNA sequences into
phylogenetically relevant data matrices.
For this, we developed the GrassWeb resource which
automates the sampling of DNA sequences and allows
regular updating whenever new data become available.
We then expanded GrassWeb into a set of portable scripts
that can be used for any group of organisms. Currently,
we are using this development to investigate the evolution of groups of plants and the clown fish.

Highlights

The GrassWeb resource is now implemented and available and is gradually becoming the central tool for several
international collaborative projects focused on the evolution of the grass plant family. It is linked to GrassPortal
from the University of Sheffield (www.grassportal.org;
UK) and the GPWGII working group at NESCent (www.
nescent.org; USA).

Selected publications

• Edwards EJ et al. The origins of C4 grasslands: integrating evolutionary and ecosystem science. Science
2010; 328(5978):587-91.
• Salamin N, Wüest RO, Lavergne S, Thuiller W, Pearman PB. Assessing rapid evolution in a changing
environment. Trends in Ecology and Evolution 2010;
25(12): 692-8.
• Roulin A, Salamin N. Insularity and the evolution of
melanism, sexual dichromatism and body size in the
worldwide-distributed barn owl. Journal of Evolutionary
Biology 2010; 23(5): 925-34.
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Evgeny Zdobnov

Computational Evolutionary Genomics Group

“

We compare genomes
to identify repertoires of
animal protein-coding
genes, microRNAs and
Conserved Non-Coding
sequences. We are then
able to quantify trends
underlying their molecular
evolution and elucidate their
function through sequence
variability patterns.

OrthoDB

cegg.unige.ch/orthodb

modes of “single-copy control” versus “multi-copy license”
may reflect a major evolutionary mechanism that allows
extended exploration of gene sequence space.

The OrthoDB resource enables detailed mapping of “equiva
lent” genes on the sequenced genomes of vertebrates, OrthoDB is freely accessible from:
arthropods and fungi. Such mapping is a cornerstone for http://cegg.unige.ch/orthodb.
comparative studies because it outlines hypotheses on
the conservation of a gene’s function
across species and allows the exami- About Orthologs
nation of links between gene evolu- In the course of evolution, when one species diverges into two separate
species, the divergent copies of a given gene are said to be orthologs.
tionary and functional traits.
Hence, two orthologs stem from a common ancestral gene and usually
Highlights
preserve the same function, or functions. Comparing orthologs can theIn 2010 we updated OrthoDB, the refore help to identify functions as evolution unrolls.
hierarchical catalogue of eukaryotic
orthologs, with more than 100 species of vertebrates,
Other activities
arthropods and fungi (including the metazoa level). New
2010 saw the successful culmination of several comparafeatures include functional annotations, quantification of
tive insect genomics projects, with our contribution to the
evolutionary divergence and relations among orthologous
analysis of the genomes of the Nasonia wasp (Results
groups. The interface features extended phyletic profile
published in the journal Science), the human body louse
querying and enhanced text-based searches.
(publication in PNAS), the Culex mosquito (Science), and
The ever-increasing sampling of sequenced eukaryotic the water flea Daphnia (Science) – projects that even atgenomes brings a clearer account of the majority of gene tracted the attention of the local media, including Radio
genealogies that will facilitate informed hypotheses of gene Suisse Romande, Leman Bleu, and Le Temps.
function in newly-sequenced genomes. Furthermore, uniIn addition to OrthoDB, we are developing:
form analysis across lineages as different as vertebrates,
• miROrtho, the catalogue of animal microRNA gene
arthropods and fungi – with divergence levels varying
predictions for animal genomes, complementing the
from several to hundreds of millions of years – provides
miRBase;
essential data for uncovering and quantifying long-term
• ImmunoDB, a simple access point for current know
trends of gene evolution. As an example, we found that
ledge of insect immune-related genes and gene families;
more than half of the vertebrate, arthropod, and fungal
• Newick Utilities, a set of command-line tools that can
orthologs are universally present across each lineage.
process arbitrarily large amounts of data and do not
These universal orthologs are preferentially distributed in
require user interaction, which makes them suitable for
groups with almost all single-copy or all multi-copy genes,
automating phylogeny processing tasks;
and sequence evolution of the predominantly single-copy
• mirRmap, a complete, Python-based pipeline for microRNA
orthologous groups is markedly more constrained.
target prediction covering the full range of published models
The previously under-appreciated difference in the tole
and an extended comparative genomics approach.
rance of gene duplications and contrasting evolutionary
→
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Selected publications

• Waterhouse RM, Zdobnov EM, Kriventseva EV. Correlating traits of gene retention, sequence divergence,
duplicability and essentiality in vertebrates, arthropods,
and fungi. Genome Biol Evol. 2010 Dec 9.
• Kirkness EF, Haas BJ, et al, Collins FH, Zdobnov EM,
Pittendrigh BR. Genome sequences of the human
body louse and its primary endosymbiont provide insights into the permanent parasitic lifestyle. Proc Natl
Acad Sci USA 2010;107(27):12168-73.
• Junier T, Zdobnov EM. The Newick utilities: highthroughput phylogenetic tree processing in the UNIX
shell. Bioinformatics 2010;26(13):1669-70.

Marc Robinson-Rechavi
Evolutionary Bioinformatics

“

Our group tries to
understand how the
evolution of genomes has
shaped the evolution of
animal morphology and
function. We also develop
bioinformatics tools to
make comparisons between
animals.

Bgee and Selectome

Bgee is a tool that provides high quality information on
where and when genes are expressed in different animals, with homology relations between species. With
Bgee, researchers are able to study how a gene is expressed within one species, or to understand how a gene
has evolved between species.
Selectome provides an overview of Darwinian selection
of all vertebrate protein coding genes, with specific information on the timing of selection, and the amino acids
affected.

Highlights

Selectome received support from the Swiss National
Supercomputing Centre.

Selected publications

• Parmentier G, Bastian FB, Robinson-Rechavi M.
Homolonto: generating homology relationships by
pairwise alignment of ontologies and application to
vertebrate anatomy. Bioinformatics 2010; 26(14):
1766-1771.
• Roux J, Robinson-Rechavi M. An ontology to clarify
homology-related concepts. Trends In Genetics 2010;
26(3): 99-102.
• Studer RA, Robinson-Rechavi M. Large-scale analysis of orthologs and paralogs under covarion-like and
constant-but-different models of amino acid evolution.
Molecular Biology and Evolution 2010; 27(11): 26182627.

During 2010, our group also formalised the ontology of
homology for Bgee and performed its finalisation and
publication.
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Biostatistics for the
understanding and
treatment of diseases
Researchers continuously
produce huge amounts of
data. But data alone is of little
relevance. You need help to
analyse and interpret it.

Biostatistics is a science that
applies the field of statistics
and its methods to the life
sciences. In the medical
field, biostatistical methods
are applied with an end
to find answers to crucial
health related questions
such as “Which patients
will react positively to a new
drug?” or “What are the
risk factors associated with
breast cancer?” Because
of the singular nature of research, each scientist needs custom-made
biostatistical methods.
Consequently, it is necessary to train them so that they can make use
of existing tools and resources to gain not only independence but also
efficiency in their research.
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Mauro Delorenzi

Bioinformatics Core Facility

“

Our mission is to provide
researchers in the Swiss life
science community with the
statistical knowledge that
is required to perform their
work. We do this mostly in
the form of consulting and
teaching.

Biostatistics Services

Biomedical researchers frequently need support to ana
lyse their data correctly so that they can reach the goals
of their project most efficiently. We offer consulting and
training to biomedical researchers to help them choose
and apply adequate methods. For specific projects, and
upon request, we perform the statistical analysis of researchers’ data within our group and prepare tables and
figures for their publications.

Highlights

During the year 2010, we made great efforts to ensure
that all researchers in the Swiss life science community
who may need statistical help are actually aware of the
services we provide. We introduced a new mailing-list
system within the SIB to announce courses, to which
1,500 researchers have already subscribed. We also
worked with other SIB members to help improve the promotion of our courses on the SIB website.
www.isb-sib.ch/education/training-courses.html

Selected publications

• Harewood L, Schütz F, Boyle S, Perry P, Delorenzi M,
Bickmore WA, Reymond A. The effect of translocationinduced nuclear reorganization on gene expression.
Genome Res. 2010 May;20(5):554-64. Epub 2010
Mar 8.PMID: 20212020.
• Chaignat E, Yahya-Graison EA, Henrichsen CN,
Chrast J, Schütz F, Pradervand S, Reymond A. Copy
number variation modifies expression time courses.
Genome Res. 2011 Jan;21(1):106-13. Epub 2010 Nov
17.PMID: 21084671.
• Ricard G, Molina J, Chrast J, Gu W, Gheldof N,
Pradervand S, Schütz F, Young JI, Lupski JR, Reymond A,
Walz K. Phenotypic consequences of copy number
variation: insights from Smith-Magenis and PotockiLupski syndrome mouse models. PLoS Biol. 2010
Nov 23;8(11):e1000543.PMID: 21124890.

In 2010, we offered three courses in data analysis, in
basic and advanced statistics and on the application of
statistics methods for the analysis of particular data types
such as gene expression microarray data. The course in
advanced statistics was offered to the Swiss life science
community for the very first time.
We continue to provide statistical consulting to more than
30 groups in most Swiss universities.
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Indispensable
infrastructures and
computational expertise
Accumulating data at a fast
pace is all very well but you
also need to deal efficiently
with it.
Both storing and handling
require high-performance
computing, bioinformatics,
computational, IT, databases
and life science analysis
expertise, as do all the
services and resources
provided by SIB.
In other words, data storage
and handling demand not only
powerful computers and software but also collaborators
with manifold skills.

Vital-IT fulfils such needs and is the backbone of a growing number of
projects that require intense collaborative efforts.
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Ioannis Xenarios
Vital-IT

“

Vital-IT is the computational
and expertise platform in
high performance and high
throughput computing. It
supports, trains and works
closely with researchers
in the life and medical sciences, both on bioinformatics and computational biology issues. Vital-IT is also
supporting the research of
several SIB groups.

Vital-IT

Vital-IT helps to solve complicated problems in biology
and medicine. The platform is a blend of large computers
with a lot of human brainpower and close interactions with
researchers across Switzerland. It is also aligning its
resources with supercomputing centres across Switzerland
when the computational problems reach bottlenecks
that cannot be overcome by large-scale computing
infrastructures.

Highlights

The major highlight of the year 2010 was the establishment of Vital-IT as an essential ingredient for successful
research - research which requires access to state-ofthe-art technologies such as high-throughput genomes
and transcriptomes sequencing.
Vital-IT’s resources enjoy the support in manifold ways
from universities along the north shore of Lake Geneva
as well as through SIB funding and SystemsX.ch (e.g.
SyBIT). The coordinated efforts between Vital-IT and its
partners have created a new collaborative support for
the scientific community. The efficient use of Vital-IT also
needs to be accompanied by the funding mechanisms
used globally in life and medical science. So bioinformatics consumables have been created as an efficient
mechanism to help new projects which require important
bioinformatics support.

Other activities

Our group provides expertise and capabilities for the
different genomics (next-generation sequencing) and
proteomics platforms of western Switzerland. Vital-IT is
also an essential partner through the SIB with European
and international consortia in both framework programs
(FP7) and Innovative Medicine Initiatives (IMI-JU).

Selected publications

• Schüpbach T, Xenarios I, Bergmann S, Kapur K. FastEpistasis: a high performance computing solution for
quantitative trait epistasis. Bioinformatics 26(11):14681469 (2010).
• Liechti R, Csárdi G, Bergmann S, Schütz F, Sengstag T,
Boj SF, Servitja J-M, Ferrer J, Van Lommel L, Schuit F,
Klinger S, Thorens B, Naamane N, Eizirik DL,
Marselli L, Bugliani M, Marchetti P, Lucas S, Holm C,
Jongeneel VC, Xenarios I. EuroDia: a beta-cell gene
expression resource. Database 2010 (baq024): (2010).
• Wurm Y, Uva P, Ricci F, Wang J, Jemielity S, Iseli C,
Falquet L, Keller L. Fourmidable: a database for ant
genomics. BMC Genomics. 2009 Jan 6;10:5.

Finally, Vital-IT plays an important role in structuring the
offer for training in different areas of computational bio
logy and bioinformatics. It does this by providing courses
that cover the use of high performance computing in to
pics as diverse as network biology study, next-generation
sequencing and genome assembly. These courses are
coordinated closely with the SIB Educational Board.
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SIB Governance
The Foundation Council

The Board of Directors

It is composed of:

It is composed of:

President
• Mr. Peter Malama, National Councillor

• Mrs Martine Brunschwig Graf, National Councillor
• Prof. Manuel Peitsch (Chairman), Director of
Computational Sciences and Bioinformatics with
Philip Morris International R&D.
• Prof. Torsten Schwede, SIB Group Leader and
University of Basel
• Prof. Christian Von Mering, SIB Group Leader and
University of Zurich
• Prof. Ron Appel, SIB Executive Director and
University of Geneva

The Foundation Council is the highest organ of SIB. It
defines the aims of the Institute, appoints Group Leaders
and approves modifications to the statutes as well as the
budget and annual financial statements.

Founding Members
• Prof. Ron Appel, Executive Director,
SIB and University of Geneva
• Prof. Amos Bairoch, Group leader,
SIB and University of Geneva
• Dr. Philipp Bucher, Group leader, SIB and EPFL
• Prof. Denis Hochstrasser, Vice Dean,
Faculty of Medicine, University of Geneva and
Hôpitaux Universitaires de Genève, (HUG)
• Prof. C. Victor Jongeneel, Group leader, SIB and
Ludwig Institute for Cancer Research (LICR)
• Prof. Manuel Peitsch, Chairman, SIB Board of
Directors and Philip Morris International (PMI)
Ex officio Members
• Prof. Jean-Louis Carpentier, Dean,
Faculty of Medicine, University of Geneva
• Prof. Susan Gasser, Director, Friedrich Miescher
Institute for Biomedical Research (FMI)
• Mr. Dominique Gillot, Life Sciences, EMEA,
Hewlett Packard
• Prof. Nouria Hernandez, CIG Director, Faculty of
Biology and Medicine, University of Lausanne
• Mr. Edward A. McDermott, President,
Ludwig Institute for Cancer Research (LICR),
• Prof. Dr. Peter J. Meier-Abt, Vice Rector,
University of Basel
• Prof. Philippe Moreillon, Vice Rector,
University of Lausanne
• Prof. Dr. Heini Murer, Vice President,
Medicine and Natural Sciences, University of Zurich
• Mr. Nasri G. Nahas, CEO, GeneBio
• Prof. Christian Pellegrini, Faculty of Sciences,
University of Geneva
• Prof. Dr. Roland Y. Siegwart, Swiss Federal Institute
of Technology, ETH Zentrum, Zurich
• Prof. Pierre Spierer, Vice Rector,
University of Geneva
• Prof. Walter Wahli, CIG, University of Lausanne
• Prof. Urs Würgler, Rector, University of Bern
• Prof. Willy Zwaenepoel, Dean, I&C, EPFL
Co-opted Members
• Prof. Manolo Gouy, C.N.R.S., Université Claude
Bernard-Lyon 1, France
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The Board of Directors takes all the measures necessary
to achieve the aims of the institute and defines its scientific
strategy, internal procedures and the core bioinformatics
resources which are to be maintained.

Sitting, from left to right:
Peter Malama, Martine Brunschwig Graf, Christian von Mering
Standing, from left to right:
Manuel Peitsch,Torsten Schwede, Ron Appel

The Council of Group Leaders

The Council of Group Leaders discusses general questions
of importance to all SIB groups. It is composed of the
Executive Director, the Group Leaders and the Affiliate
Group Leaders.
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SIB Financial Statement
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In 2010 the SIB income reached CHF 20.7 million from the following sources(*):
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Confederation (article 16)
FNS and European Funds
NIH
SystemsX.ch
Industry
Universities and Hospitals
Other

7.9
3.8
2.7
1.3
2.1
1.5
1.4

(38.2 %)
(18.4 %)
(13.0 %)
(6.3 %)
(10.1 %)
(7.2 %)
(6.8 %)

Expenditures:
• Wages and expenses:		
• Facilities and functioning:		

81.6 %
18.4 %

This does not include the income of the SIB groups which are managed by their
respective institutions: CHF 20.9 million in 2010.
This brings the complete budget of SIB and its groups in 2010 to CHF 41.6 million.
(*) These figures are subject to the approval of the Foundation Council.
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Evolution in the number of members with a SIB contract
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